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THE COMMONANDCONSPICUOUSSPIDERS
OF MELBOURNE
By L. S. G. Butler

lu submitting th«-$e norcs, I wish h> ?tate that Hie details on the

life history and habits arc from memory, therefore any errors that

occur must be pardoned. Great difficulty was found in giving these

spiders popular names. li those chosen aru generally adopted it

will tend to popularize the much-neglected study oi" spiders. Other
than a few odd notes buried in journals, this is the only popular

work ever published on Australian spiders.

I fieoly acknowledge the assistance oi Mr. C, Oke. of St. Kilda.

Mr. V. V. Kick man, H.A., B.Sc. the Tasrnanian arachnologibt.

and the Rev, E, Nye. of Wesley College,

Tiite Mki.uoohnk Thai'-hoci.* SpmKR, Awwg butleH

This spider belongs to the family Avicuhwiidac which contains

the true trap-door builders, and the large bird-eating spiders

(avuulo t^ a littk bird) of other countries. But this species does

not make a door- Authentic proof of a true trap-door spider

being found within the metropolis would prove interesting. Al
.Mornington one of the wolf-spiders makes a burrow and covers it

with a loose circular wafer of sand grains zmk] silk; bur. this is not

the beautiful door, which is hinged and fir? so penerrly. and is

very difficult to find even when it has been seen open at some other

time.

A buticrl was originally found on the banks of the Merri Creek,

at Clifton Hill, and later noticed in numbers burrowing in the

garden paths at St. Kilda. It prefers a soft or sandy soil for its

burrow, which is under half an inch in diameter, and nine inches

deep. The opening at the surface h never closed with a door, but

-sometimes a fine web barricades the entrance. In the winter it is

sealed with e.arrh. Flood-time does not trouble this spider, the

burrows having heert observed under water for more than a week,

Tli<° Mrlhourne Trap-donr Spider is about five-eighths of an
inch in length, and is of a heavy build ; two spinnerets project at

the back like two little tails. Colour, black or dark pitch brown

;

eyes eight., close together in a group. A larger spider, of probably

the same genus, has been noticed in the Sherbrooke Forest.

The Sydney Trap-door Spider, Atra.x rohustus, which has been

held responsible for the deaths of several human beings, is not

known to occur near Melbourne. Owing to these fatalities, the

public is taking an iuierest in spiders, and numerous specimens are

being received for identification.

About 150 species of Avknlpriuiac have been recorded from
Australia. A tKiMtive method of identifying a meml«r of this

family is hv the four hook-longs which show through the skin,
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on thfr untlcr side of the abdomen., as pitches of a hghrer shade;
they are somewhat cif a triangular shape with a JttJ at the real*

\!s<i, the fangs
r

when lifted with a needle ironi their base, project

downwards and do not meet pinter- fashion It the fangs meet
pinccr-fashion, and there is only one pair oc hook-lungs, k is proof

that the specimen is a true spider and not a trap-door species.

The Ckibellate Spiders

The nex< group to be dealt with is that of the crihellatc spiders

(cnhdtMH = a sieve). The sieve plate is found in front of the

spinnerets There is also a comb on the second last joint of the

hind legs. The crihellate spiders can be recognised by the webs
The foundation lines are of smooth silk, and the* snaring lines are

leased and frayed by the Utile comb and laid in a rig-sag fashion.

Twl. Satin -web SrinKM, Amnurobins robust ma

Ic would be difficult indeed not to he able to bud this spider on
any house, fence, or outbuilding in Melbourne. The web is a
coarsely woven sheer rh.iT tapers to a funnel-shaped retreat. This

type of web must have inspired the author of "Will you walk into

my parlour, said Ihc spider to the fly," The rtUeat is the spider's

parlour, and is built over any convenient hole, especially around
the windows of weatherboard houses The Sheet-web Spider is

not a ruatuer but keeps inside its parlour, that is why we never

see it in our dwellings Any old barn or sited thai has been long

standing will reveal, on the roofs and walls, old and ucw webs of

this species.

Amaurolnns (— living in the dark) is Seldom seen, bul it soine-

limes can he coaxed out by placing a Living fly on the web. Wasps
often tease at the web of this spider, trying to capture it, to be

stored as- "paralysed provender
1

in their clay nests. It docs not

[ear the wasp, but rushes out and tackles it by raising itt. front

legs, and snapping it? fangs at the enemy.
Do not coulusc the web of this sheet-web builder with that of

any uf the^cVr'HxtW, The web of Amaitrohiits cohnstus is coarse

and 01 a zig-zag texture, while those of sUfr.kniduf! are even and

fine finer than any texture produced in our muslin or silk fac-

tories.

AnniMohius robust^ is a handsome black, or rather, a very dark
gun-metal coloured spider, about three-quarters of an inch in

length. The body and legs are heavily built. The eight eyes are

h two even rows, well spread across the front of the bead. Use a

strong hand-lens when searching for (he sieve-plate and comb. The
egg-bags are made inside the retreat and rhe youn§ keep with the

parent at first, migrating before they have attained any she..

TiiK Humv-backkj Spider. Ulcbonu s'ongregahiks

This little crihellatc spider is veTy common in the hills near

Melbourne, and, as the second name implies, it is of a social nature
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and forms large communities. The individual web is about three

inches in diameter and of the cart-wheel form. It differs from the

true cart-wheel web of the Argiopidac in having the circular or

spiral lines of silk teased out. and not having these lines covered
with minute sticky globules.

In the Fern Tree Gully district almost every house has these

webs in masses in the odd corners, and especially among the

wooden frames that support water tanks. The webs often occupy
a space of six feet or seven feet. On close examination, the cart-

wheel webs can be seen ; and on still closer investigation these small

inconspicuous spiders are detected huddled up on the webs. As
many as thirty spiders have been collected from one of these com-
munal webs. In the summer the small,, irregular-shaped egg-bags

can be seen attached to the web.

(Uloborus := wood-boring, deadly bite?). These small spiders

do not inflict a deadly bite on human beings. All spiders have
poison glands with a cluct leading to an orifice near the tip of the

fang, and all spiders are deadly to their prey, but very few will

ever attempt to bite a human being, even when handled. This
species measures one-quarter of an inch in length. Colour, dark

brown of a dusty hue. It has a decided hump on its back; and,

when at rest on the web, its long forelegs are stretched well out

in front. If a spider be noticed in this posture, it is sure to belong

to the family I'loboridae.

A smaller form has been collected at Eltham. also on the walls

of the powetl house at the Buchan Caves. (Jippsland.

Tun: Small House-spider, Occobius nuvus

This species (Occobius = a house-dweller, naz'tts = active),

though common, generally escapes notice. It is very small, being

only one-eighth of an inch in length. It should be present in every

house of any age in Melbourne. Examine the corners of the

plastered walls inside the house. It will not prove difficult to find

webs about an inch long in these corners, especially if they be

covered in dust. Probably the webs will be unoccupied, but they

will help one to locate the newer and inconspicuous webs. This

web is not for snaring, but is simply a 'tent
1

* or covering under
which the spider can be seen resting. Oft times it roams awav.

absenting itself for a few days, but invariably returns to its little

home.
True to name, this spider is very active for its size, and in its

wanderings mav be seen and recognized by its quick and agile

movements. A powerful lens is needed to reveal the six eyes

which are situated exactly in the centre of the head. Also notice

the head, or, strictly, the cephalothorax, which is wider than long.

Both of these features are rare in spiders. Colour, pale fawn, size

about one-eighth of an inch in length. If carefully examined, it
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will be noticed that this little spider is crab-shaped. The egg-tog
is very small and attached to the web ; it contains seven or eight

eggs.

There are very few members of this family, as only five different

forms have been recorded, and this species is the only one known
in Australia. Possibly it has been introduced by the agency of

commerce, as it is found all over the globe.

The Small House-Spider, Occobius navits. -j- 8

All of the following species belong to the true spiders. They
vary greatly in shape, size and colour, but are consistent in having
only two pairs of book-lungs; fangs that meet like pincers; and in

lacking the little comb and sieve plate.

The Pill Spider, Thcridion tcpidarioruni

(Thcridion = a little animal.) This common spider can be

collected under branches, shelves, or in the interior angles of out-

buildings. It does not seem to favour the interior of houses. It

spins a web of irregular, but open, formation. The webs are as

irregular as they can be. spun in any and every direction without

any attempt at design or order, and occupying about a foot of

space.

This spider can easily be recognized by its shape, which is

globular. On being disturbed, it folds its legs tightly to its body
and drops to the ground, breaking its fall by spinning out a silken
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line, which larer assists it to regain its original position on its web.
When an the ground it stops there for a considerable time, sham-
ming death. It is in this position that it looks nearly spherical.

which accounts for boys culling it the "pill" spider.

Size, under a quarter of an inch; colour, dark, greenish-grey

There arc numerous details, which need a microscope to show
them. One interesting feature, a certain type of i coined hair-.

om its hind le^rs. proves the connection of this species with the

Red-back Spider.

The Red-back Spjdek, Lutrodectus luuscHii

Lotrodcctus (= secretly biting) is the well-known Kcd-back
Spider. Much ha* been written concerning this dreaded species.

It is still a niooi point whether it is the most poisonous spider in

Australia. As slated previously, all spiders are poisonous, lr is

not wibc lo handle the- large trap-door kinds, but the writer has

tiundfcd Red-hacks. While they were walking over his hands
ihey marie no attempt ro bite. The conspicuous red stripe down
the cencre of its back seems lo account for tins spider's

unpopularity,

The bite 01 a large or a Red -back Spider should be treated

as a snake, bite, and a doctor summoned lo prescribe an opiate 10

deaden the pain. A spider's bite can be intensely painful. Then.*;

IS little danger of death, but the genus Lairodecitus has a bad
repuration throughout the world, and this cannot be without

foundation.

A scorpion'^ poiaou is much more virulent than that of a Red-
back Spider, and many soldiers in Ktfypr were stung by .scorpions

without fatal resulti;.

The Red-back can he round in old tins and bQjf&S nuder !<*£n

or bark lying on the ground, especially at rubbish tips which arc

undisturbed. Shape, globular; colour, dark brown with a red
stripe placed longitudinally down the centre fit the back, length,

abotif oue-haU inch. This species belongs to the same family

as the PiH Spider, and its web is of a similar nature to thai ni the

latter species It will seldom be found unless searched for, as
it i>, not a roanier, bul keeps to its irregular web under shelter.

This spider should not be con founded with the Red-und-b!aek
•Spider, Nu-odamus tricolor, but this is one of the moat common
mistakes made by naturalists even.

The Watkr J.dvkk, Tetrur/noflw. vutido,

(Ti'tragnoiha —four jaws; validx —lusty, active). This water
lover is common along the hanks of creeks and other similar

places. Jt will not be found in houses or gardens. To be sure
of finding this and similar species, a visit should be paid lo our
hills and the cart-wheel web looked for on the hanks of creeks.



The wd> will be found between low growing bushes that partially

overhang the: water. The: occupier is usually seen in the centra
of the web. with its two front legs stretched well fovward and
the hind ones well to Ihc rear.

The name "four jaws'' is entirely wrong. "Long jaMTJ. would
be better, hut they are not jaws; it is she base of (he fan£ or

ehelicera that is longi The ehelicera projects well forward, the

abdomen is long and cylindrical, and when this spider is stretched

out on the web it is not unlike a small twig in the centre. Length.
about one-half of an inch; colour, brown and yellow fawn.

This genus is well represented in Victoria, and many ot the

species can be found; some of them are much larger than

T. valida.

The habit of building their webs over water, swamps ux ilamp

places [$ world wide, and it would be interesting, to know why the

members of this family prefer these situations. No doubt thrrr

urc always plenty of insects hovering about the creeks and swamps,
but why do not other snarers build their webs: in similar places?

The Satik-bavdeo Spider, Argiope acnmkt

Acnwla (= excelling) is a handsome spider, which can always
be found in the autumn among" Ihe low-growing myrtle bushes in

the Cheltenham district, especially at that favourite collecting spot

opposite the Cheltenham Benevolent Asylum.
This is Oue uf l he most beautiful ut uur Australian .spiders, It

build* a cart-wheel web some ten inches in diameter, about a foot
[ruin the ground. Jn the centre- where the spider lurks, a distinct

flat ribbon of silk is made in the form 01 a zig-zag. Possibly this

is- to strengthen the centre of the web. beside supplying a central

platform for the owner.
To capture this health i til specimen, one needs to be quick, a$

it will drop to the ground at the approach of danger. It will stay

There, huddled up and shamming death, Unless the eye follows

its descent, it will he found difficult to locate the spider.

Although this spider has been recorded from all parts of the
continent, the writer has found it uiuy in the locality mentioned.
Even among the hundreds ot spiders sent for his collection, only
one example of A. iivmulti lias been received from another district.

April is the month during winch the svebs of this spider may be
noticed at Cheltenham.

Length,, about five-eighths ai an inch; colour, brown, with
silvery white, red and Eawti hands of saiiti across the abdumen

Thk iiNAMELLED-BACK. Spider, Atanens bradkyi

This spider builds a cart - wheel web. aad is found in

i^iany districts near Melbourne. It is very common in the hills,

and has been collected- in numbers at Sassafras, It builds, its

weh between the bushes and in odd corners, such us tho^e of fences
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and posts, also the open doorways or windows of outhouses or

stables. It is seldom seen in our suburban gardens.

Many oi these cart-wheel web builders Inch away in the day-

lime. and lueate themselves in their webs only fit nighttime, Irt

some cases a line is spun from the centre of the web and held taut

by the hind legs from the spinner's hiding-place This telegraph

wire signals any vibrations that may lie caused by the entangle-

ment of prey m the web. In this way a constant watch is kept.

The Knamclled-back Spider retains n> position in the centre oi

Lhc weh both night and day II disfufl«rd, it quickly departs from
its central position, and hastily climbs to the outer xones of th*

circle, leaving the web by the supporting $>uy ropes. Ifs web is

about eight inches in diameter, and is neatly made. It is never

left in * half-made or untidy state.

A. hrttrih'yi is five-eighth* of an inch in length, the male very

much less. The abdomen is broad and long, tapering to the rear.

The species can easily be distinguished by the back of its abdomen
having a beautiful pattern of a mosaic type in dark brown and a

creamy yellow. Sometimes there is a suggestion of white or red
in the pattern. The main feature to look for is the surface of

this pattern. It lias a high polish, equalling the polish of cm
enamels; hence the name, Enamel led -back Spider.

Eyes, ei^ht in two rows of four. The claws of the cart-wheel

spiders are worthy of notice. A microscopic mount of this object

is well known. Two large claws have beantit'ully-cveu combs, a
third and smaller claw is also visible These combs help the spider

to grip its web The legs have a natural oily covering, so that

they will nut become entangled If a leg is detached and the oil

dissolved away, it will readilv .stick to the- snare.

Trtfc Lraf-curling SrtOKk, Armwts imgurrr.

Although this spider is common in our gardens and the bush,

iis handiwork is far more familiar rhan the spider itself, By a
description of ns web. it can be identified, as no other spider in

Victoria builds a similar retreat.

A. wayneri belongs to fhe master spinners of the family Anjio-

ptdar. All of the spiders in this family that spin form an orb or

a can-wheel web. The j^enus Arnnnit is well represented hi Aus-
ualia % having just over one hundred representatives. Most of

these spiders hide in the daytime, Some mimic the surroundings

of fheir hiding place* so perfectly that even the trained eye has

difficulty in locating them; others retreat into nooks and crannies.

The Leaf-curling Spider builds into Us web a dried, curled leaf,

and with its silk lines this retreat. In our suburban gardens (fried

gdnp leaves are not always procurable, '/his spider, determined

to find a retreat, has been known to place empty snail shells or the

cap of an acorn in the centre of the web. In each case they have
been placed with their openings underneath, which affords pro-
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tection from the rain The leaf h situated at Or IW 8*6 centre

of tlie web, and if it be talent; out and pulled apart the spider is-

sure to be revealed. It measures under one-halt an inch in length;

colour, lawn, with greenish -fawn mat kings.

It would be interesting to know how the leaf is placed in the

web. Possibly it is attached by a silken rope and hauled fruin

the ground- It collected dry, this leaf would h;ivc to he chosen

tor shape. These, details and thousands of others need to be

studied and recorded. Wearc ignorant concerning them. T. H.
Savory prefaces his Fnohgy of Spiders with these lines by K.

Nansen

.Man wants to know, and when he ceases to do so lie is uo
longer 111:111

"

The Cart-wheel Wen Stther, Ataucus protii<ct\t$

Orb or geometrical web »s the correct term for these webs, bur

afi the term cart-wheel aptly fits the case, and is so commonly
used, it has been adopted in this popular paper. It is difficult to

choose a common member of this genus. A. prodiutus may be

the most common form that is found near Melbourne. The body
measures about five eighths of ail inch in length, and is globular

in sliape. With its, legs well spread, the spidttr would cover a
circle one and a half inches in diameter The under side of the

abdomen hai a Jong. spear-shaped, appendage, which is attached

near Lhe front, and lies quite flat and free for about half of the

length of the abdomen, Colour varies irom light to dark brown,
Thi.v spicier ti common in gardens. Dusk is the time to see it

building its web. Many of these cart-wheel webs are rebuilt each

evening. <-u that ;m opportunity for ohatrvuiious often occurs. A
few of the gay ropes are generally left over from the night before,

but these can be relaid by the spider spinning otic into the breeze

a length of silken rope, which will catch against an opposite sup-

port. This is pulled taut and fastened, and the spider runs up
and down this line, leaving a trad of silk to strengthen it. The
next operation is to Jay the spokes of rhe wheel or the radial line>.

This is cmickty done, and the lines are brought to a common centre.

The final work is forming the circular or, rather, spiral line- This

is the snaring line, and starting from the outside it gradually works
to the centre. It is attached to each radial spoke, and is covered

with a sticky .substance. When fixed in position, each section is

twanged by die spider's hmd leg. This causes the viscid substance

to break up into minute globules, which, under the microscope,

prove to be as even as a necklace of bead?. This peculiar phenome-
non has been repeated by scientists in the laboratory usinij very

fine fibres o£ quartz covered with oil.

The method of making the cart-wheel web varies considerably

wilh lhe species but little luts been recorded nf our Australian

forms.
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Plate XVIII

1 The Sheet-web Spider
Amaurobiui robusius* — 1

3 A Trap-door Spider
Airax i-emiror.

\

2 The Wolf Spider
Lycosa ramosa. A

4 One nl the Garden Spiders Arutwut sp-?..'

making its egg-bag. - }
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The slnntiri male* egg-hags of various .shapes, one examined
by the writer conrained about 2.000 eggs.

The T\TLRH Sptdee,, Anuhmtra higginsk

The difficulty of finding a common name lor this spider w»*
easily overcome, as the writer has been so often asked, u

Whatf fe

I he name of the spider with a tail?". K has no 1ail in Ubc strict

sense of the word, but the abdomen is long and tapers to a point,

giving somewhat the appearance oi a tail,

This is another of the earl -wheel sphuicr* lielonging to the

family Anjiopxdne. Other than the tapering abdomen, the most
interesting" feature about this spider is its egg-bags. A common
mistake is to call the egg-bag a cocoon. Although they are both

of. silk, a moment's reflection will prove which are the egg-bags.

Most spiders make an egg-bag that looks the part, but uot~so

A. higguuu. This spider weaves a bag somewhat, the shape and
colour of ils maker- Altogether, three are made and placed in a
line, at the top of the web. At a postfion at one end the. spider

stands on guard, and it is difficult at first to distinguish spider from
egg- bag. Many spiders adopt (his method, even to greater per-

fect ioti. One noted En Laimcestnu. Tasmania, attached small

particles of debris (o its egg-bag. which in colour and shape per-

fectly resembled the builder which wu-> resting above il.

The Tailed Spider is of a fawn colour with lighter patches at

ihe front of the abdomen. Ai Ibis position the abdomen is divided

into two protuberances, which nearly touch each other. The tail

ends, with slight enlargements. These are not the spinnerets; they

are in an unusual position at the centre of the abdomen. This

species has been collected occasionally «n the suburbs oi Mel-
bourne, but it is generally sporadically distributed.

Tllfc Shnv SeibEk, Gaslfinawtttu mmax
(Ga.Uer = the stomach, -(antha -— spine, mhmx= threatening

surly). J his spider is found jn many districts around Melbourne.

but seldom iu gardens. Ji is one oT our most conspicuous spiders,

and at certain periods, common; on the other hand, it often is

difficult to find. It builds a cart-wheel web where iu the centre

the spider is always located. Nothing secm> to disturb it as it is

to easily captured. Many orb-weaving spiders build their Wettf

always at the same angle. The vertical position is most favoured,

but tins placid species builds it al any angle.

The Spiny Spider cart easily be identified hv the black spines

that project in a stellar shape from the lateral edges of the abdo-

men, The back is embossed with a black and white pattern, the

whole having an enamelled finish. The lefts are of a reddish brown
There is a less common variety which differs only in colour. It

i.s all black, including the legs.

6»
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Many nature lovers consider this to be our outstanding <pider.

hut to the specialist there are many spiders of an ordinary appear-

ance that possess some extraordinary and remarkable anatomical

features. The wonder iu I thing is. that every year, in the course

of collecting, more and more of these uncommon spiders may be
found, proving that Australia possesses untold wealth tor an
arachnologist

Tkr Turret Spider, Dahphonc^ Htrru/cm

Turncfera {= hearing a tower) is one of the rate and remark-

able spiders that occur around Melbourne. Possibly it may he

plentiful in other parts, but it h a rarity for Melbourne. It is

found when beating bushes with a canvas net. A net is the most
prolific method of collecting; without it, tnany fef the rarities would
remain undiscovered. An old umbrella is even better for shaking

bushes into, and, it one rib be removed, it can he placed against the

trunk of a tree at chat part, This will capture all spiders that

try to escape by dropping to ihe ground.
By these methods D- turrigcra was captured. This .spider has

an abdomen of unusual shape; a cylindrical tower stands uprighr

from the centre, On the hack is an inconspicuous mosaic pattern-

Colour, brown, Length* about fi ve-ei^hths of an inch. The Tur-
ret Spider belongs to the orb- weaving family, Argiopidoc. but it

is doubtful whether it spins a web. Nothing is known of its

habits.

Tjn: Tiuangol.v* Siou**, Ar<-y$ cluvattu;

This pretty spider also in an uncommon specie*. Sometime* it

is found on the leaves of young Eucalypts Length, about one-

half an inch; colour, body i\nd le^s. pale orange tan ; a pretty black

and white mosaic pattern on the back ot the triangular-shaped

abdomen. Here is another spider vi whose life-history and habits

we are entirely ignorant. Once this spider has been examined it

wilt not be forgotten, the shape of the abdomen is distinctive

TAB PKATH's-ntM) SrrpfcK, C^Iarniu vxravata

Although there are other popular, names for this spider, Death's-

head has been accepted owing to its general use f C, exctivadt

(Celncnia —Mack, excitvata = hollowed out) is fairly rare, but

as it looks so uncommon it is sent in numbers to the. National

Museum It is of a most unusual shape and generally keeps hud-

dled up with its legs folded close to its body. Iu this position, it

reminds one of u miniature skull it is generally found in our
gardens on leaves or twigs, especially on fruit tree twigs when
the leaves have fallen. The colour is brown, and a dirty cream,

the outer skin is very rough and crinkled, Length, about five

eighths of an inch.
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The spherical egg-bags are dark brown, the same colour as the

spider, and nearly the same size. Usually, five are made, three-

eighths of an inch in diameter. They are caught together by a

few untidy silken ropes, and the female keeps guard over them.

The young hatch out and soon disperse by ballooning. Many
spiderlings migrate in this way. A silken strand is spun out into

the breeze ; when this sail has sufficient buoyancy away the spider

goes. Ballooning prevents the young from murdering each other

and becoming cannibals. On one occasion, in Mr. Charles Bar-

rett's garden at Klsternwick. thirteen egg-bags were counted, all

being the work of one female Death's-head. About three months
was spent on this effort, the mother keeping guard always.

This species builds no snare, and seems never to bother about
food; it just remains huddled at its post. Many observations of
the Klsternwick specimen were made, even in the early hours of

the morning, always with the same result. It is difficult to under-
stand how it obtained nourishment to amass enough substance

for it.s task of egg-bag making.
nicrostichus maynificus is an Australian spider that spins out

a short line ending with a sticky globule. Insects are attracted to

this and snared. This little fishing line is then pulled up, when the

prey is removed and eaten. In this strange manner the spider

obtains its food. It may be that Cdacnia also adopts this method
of fishing for its food.

Small Bi.ack-and-wiiitk (.'kau-si'iukk. Cym/nicha similis

This spider (Cymbuclni —head foremost, siitiills = similar J \>

about the most common representative of the family llioinisidac

which contains nearly all the small crab-spiders. Many of these

spiders hide among the flowers. When insects visit the flowers

for nectar, they are pounced upon by these pretty little spiders.

Some of the crab-spiders are brightly coloured, and seem to choose

flowers that match their colouration. So complete is the camou-
flage that it is difficult to detect the spiders.

The little Black-and-white Crab-spider is never found in these

situations, but is common at times under the loose bark of the

gum trees. It spins neither web nor snare, but is a hunter. It is

black, but a pattern of small white markings ornaments its body
and legs. Measuring under a quarter of an inch in length, it

needs some searching for, but a keen collector will find many u\

these little animals whose gait resembles that of a crab.

Thomisidac is a large family. About one hundred and twenty

species have been recorded from Australia. They vary greatly.

( )ne genus. Stcphanopsis, is common, and its members are recog-

nized by their hairs, which are flat, thick, and broad at the end.

giving the spider the appearance of being covered in small warts.

Under a hand-lens the spider looks grotesque.
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Tuk Giant Crab-spider. Delcna cauccrides

{Cancer =; a crab, delcna = destructive ?) . To a collector the

(ium-tree Spider, Clubiona robusta, is the most common species

in Australia, but to the average country resident or bush rambler

the Giant Crab-spider is better known than any other kind. It is

often found on the walls of dwellings in the evenings, searching"

for flies or other prey. Ff noticed by the householder there is the

usual hunt with a handy weapon until the spider is dispatched.

Any large spider usually receives the name of ''tarantula" no mat-

T.hti Giant Crab-spider, Helena eancerides, guarding its egg-bag +

ter in what country it is found, but Australians have adopted a

crude and ugly word, "triantelope". for D. eancerides, A word
of protest is given here, and a request made that the common
name, "Giant Crab-spider" be used. Even its peculiar sideways

gait should suggest the suitability of this name for the big spider.

It was originally named in 1837. Some of the early French boats

must have taken away specimens, as it was described in France

in that year.

For separating the sexes, the following detail will apply to any

spider. When immature, difficulty will be found, but in the adult

forms it is quite simple. Examine a fully grown spider, notice

the four pairs of walking legs, and in the front there appears to

be a fifth pair which are shorter. These are not legs, but palps or
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feelers, known as pedi palps. if the pedipaip ends with a small

daw the .spider is a female The male pedipaip does nnt taper

off at the end, but it possesses a sexual organ at the extremity,

which is buthous or club-shaped. Even to the unaided eye, the

sexes, of very small spiders are easily distinguishable

As is the ease with most .spiders, Dcloia kills and eats her hus-
band, nncr she has no further use for him The phrase, 'They
liv.ed happily ever after', does not apply to spiders! At least

five weed's after this period the eggs are laid. Females were col-

lected at Fei'n Tree Gully, and after being isolated in glass topped
hoxes. far five weeks, the eggs, which proved ro he ferule, were
laid and enclosed in the egg-bags, The making of the egg -bags

was nnt observed, hut the method may be the same as chat oT a
species of Arancus, which the writer lias noted. The eggs are

laid covered with a syrupy substance which keeps them m one
mass, later it dries tip on to the surface of the eggs, which are

then separated. In the meanwhile the mass of eggs is covered wilh
atranda of Bilk, and eventually the egg- bag is formed. The hag"

of Dtlctux is about three-quarter^ of an inch in diameter, one-

quarrer of an inch thick, and lenticular in sTiape; The sdk covfv

is of a tough, papery texture. *J "his spider docs not make an inner,

soft, downy blanket.

The females oi many =pecies die and leave tht* young 111 Fntage

For themselves, but Pclemr guards the egg-bag, currying \X nestled

again&t the under side of the body. Three weeks later the young
are out of the eggs and the egg-bag is alive with movement. The
young, which number about one hundred, make no attempt to cut

through the wails of their silken hom'e till one week Jater, when
the first moult takes place. This, moult occurs inside the bag and
alter jt the spiderling* make their way out by piercing the wall.

The young climh all over the mother and seem not to be anxious
for food. These spiderlings do not migrate by ballooning, but

keep to their original birthplace under the guard of the fond

parent The writer has repeatedly notictd families living togelher.

die young being about half-grown —at a gues£, about five months
old; they number about twenty To what age these Giant Crab-
snidera live has not been recorded. Text-bunk* .^tate that some
^pjders live "for Jive or six years.

A.s the spider grows it finds its inflexible outer *kiu tnn .small

for expansion. When casting ihe old skin, the growing Delem
takes a firm grip on the bark with its claws. Expanding and con-

tracting the body, it .splils the outer ?kh| down the baek
/ and the

body, covered in a new skin, emerges. After numerous tugs, the

legs, also are treed of their old skin. This process rakes about one
hour. The new. soft skin expands, then hardens. Jn this* manner
rhe spider grows. Jf before moulting the spider is mumsa hmh.

a new one has been formed by legeneration and is visible after
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Tiioutlinjr. Tt may be stunted m size, but if there are any snbse-

fluent moults the organ may regain its normal size.

Little is known nf the habits of the Giant Crab-spiders. They
move about at night and hide under the loose "bark of gum Lrecs

all day. They readily adapt themselves to our dwellings. It is

wonderful JHtO what small places these giant spiders can crawf.

It is the depressed shape of the body that enables them to occupy
such narrow quarters. A large specimen in captivity winch was
missing was iound at Last in a pyramidJcal cavity seven-eighths

of an inch at the base, three-quarters of an inch high, and by four

inches «n Length. The opening was of the full length, hut very

•narrow, about one-sixteenth of an mcl^ which could be sprung

to the hruil of one-quarter of an inch The Giant Crab-spkler

builds a "tenof
1

between the bark and the trunk of the tree. This
silken structure is only built at the egg-laying period.

In Tasmania. Dctena was found under loose stones. Such a
habitat for the species was only once observed on the mainland

—

at Momiugton (Vic.), where a female and her halt-grown family

of twenty were sheltering in >mall crevices between a few bricks

These spiders sure, hunters, never spinning either a web or a
snare. At night they wander about For some unaccountable

reason, they are repulsive to most people, they are. harmless.

there arc uo record* of one biting a human heing; although they

have poison glands and formidable fangs. Once only has the

writer known this giant spider to be pugnacious. It certainly had

been teased before it stood up and fought the forceps.

Many other species may be mistaken for Helena, but there is

only one known member of this genus. Ddcua awecridfij has a

very hat vcyhalothorax or front pan of the body, it i<; rather

smooth with little hair and the hard skin or ehitin shows in a tan

Colour with a partial gloss: the jaws or chchcera are nearly black-

1 he other spiders which somewhat resemble Dclctta. have ;i more
ix>nvex ami hairy ccphatothorax', of a grey-brown colour.

Thu Hairy Ciakt Crab-spidrk. Isopvda. robitsta

(fj;o{*<:da = flat, robusta .=. .\truntj ') While there is only one

Ovinia more than thirty species of Isopcda are known. But it is

fat easier to find DcUna, as it outnumbers all the many species

ot I$of>i-da. Few persons will separate Isopvdu from the coro-

muiiei Uirm Fsopfidn rohusln is possibly the mosL cot union uC this

group, whose members, in habits and life history, resemble Dclcnn-

TilZ NuKSiaiv 13uiu>fck, Olios Uiotia

(Ofios —small dwm—goddess of hunting.) This spider has

often "been mistaken for a half-grown Giant Crab-spider, hut it

looks more naked, fresher, and is of a. brighter fawn or flesh-like

rolour. It is sparsely clothed with hairs and can he recognized
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by two large black markings with white spots on the under side of

the abdomen. The eight eyes are small, black, and arranged in

two straight rows of four. Close examination shows white mark-
ings among the spaces between the eyes.

Olios can be collected on shrubs by beating with a net. It is

never found under the loose bark of trees. Its nest is one of the

most interesting pieces of spinning work found in the spider world.

It is an inverted hemi-spherical silken dome about one and five-

eighths of an inch in diameter. This cupola is built and attached

The Xursery Builder. £Hu*& diana. -\-

to the ground. The outside is covered with a few gum leaves,

debris, sand and earth. The leaves disguise the spherical shape of

the nest as they are attached only for portion of their length.

Inside the cupola it is beautifully lined with silk, and beneath it

the mother spider guards her somewhat spherical egg-bag. When
the spiderlings appear they find the protection of a silken lined

nursery.

Wasps use paralysed spiders as provender for their larva, and
one of the largest spiders that is used for this purpose is Olios.

It has been seen being dragged along the sandy soil among Tea-
tree at Carrum. The wasp appeared to have little difficulty in

moving its bulky burden and at a remarkable speed for a creature

so comparatively small.
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The Smai.f, F'tAT Crah-spjder, Heuiicloca plumca

(Hcmicloca = half ?, plumca = downy, covered with down.)

This and similar forms are found under the hark of gtxm trees.

Superficially they appear to belong to the same family as the Giant

Crab-spiders and Olios, They are Drassids whose other members
are not crab-spiders. Their extraordinary feature is their flatness.

Many of them do not seem to be thicker than a visiting card. They
might just have passed through the rollers of a mangle.

The Small Flat Crab-spider, Hemicloea plumca. + 4

Bearing in mind the extreme flatness of this spider, it should not

prove difficult to identify it. Length, about three-eighths of an

inch; colour, tan and tawny tan. This species never spins a web
or a snare so it must hunt for its prey. Although fairly common.
nothing is known of its habits or life history.

The Cim-tree Spider, Clubiona robusta

Clubioiia is found only on Euealypts ; and may be collected on
almost any tree that has plenty of hiding places under the loose

bark. It is the most common spider in Victoria. Its silken cover-

ing or "tent" is built across the upper edges ol" a concave flake

of loose bark. An opening is left at the end. ( >n the floor of the

retreat the female makes her egg-bag of simple form. The eggs

are laid in one mass and a soft, downv blanket of silk covers them.
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Plate XIX

1 The Tailed Spider. Arachnura
kigginsii) making its egg-bags. 1

3 The Death's-head Spider, Celaenic

exctivata, guarding its egg-bag. I

The Hump-backed Spider, Ulaborus
congregQbiti^ and its egg-bag. - 2

The wc'x'i (lie I e.tf-curlin^ Spider,

Araneus vtagrteri. 1
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An outer sheet of silk protects all. Although called an egg-hag,

it is not truly a bag, but a covering. The mother guards the eggs,

and when disturbed does not leave her home freely. The young
seem to prefer the same habitation, for when collecting, many
immature forms are found under the bark.

Length, about five-eighths of an inch, medium build. Front
part of the body smooth chitin of a rich brown or tan hue. Abdo-
men slightly tapering to the rear and of a lighter colour with
central markings down the entire length, resembling somewhat
the outline of a fern leaf. There are many varieties that closely

resemble each other; twelve species have been recorded. Another
genus, Chiracantliium, closely resembles Chtbiona, but in the for-

mer, the jaws or chelicera are longer and* project more forward.

The Rhd-and-black Simdkk, Xicodamus hicolor

Time after time this spider has been confused with the Red-
back poisonous spider. It is easily distinguished, as Latrodectus
hassclti has a red stripe down the abdomen, or rear portion,

whereas N. bicotor has a black abdomen, and the front portion

of the body red. The legs are red and tipped with black.

This is a small spider about one-quarter of an inch in length.

It is common tinder bark, stones, and logs ; and seldom roams
from these positions. It seems to lead a placid existence. When
captured it does not appear to be in the least disturbed. Although
the life of Nicodamus appears to be dull and uninteresting, it may
eventually give an interesting life history. As each year passes

many new and, at times, extraordinary facts concerning common
spiders are being published.

Six members of this genus have been recorded ; they closely

resemble each other, but A\ bicolor is the most common species

found around Melbourne.

Daooy Loxoi.k(;s. rholcus iitoralis

(Pholcus = squint-eyed, Iitoralis = pertaining to the sea-

shore.) There are many Daddy Long-legs, but this popular name
belongs rightly to Pholcus Iitoralis. An outdoors life has no at-

traction for this spider, which is always found inside houses or
outbuildings. Long, straggling webs near the ceilings betray its

presence. Old webs, which collect the dust, are the bane of the

housewife.

The snare is built irrespective of any design or order and on
it the spider rests, waiting for its prey to be entangled. Hanging
upside down does not seem to cause it any discomfort, as the

Daddy Long-legs prefers that position in its web. When a fly

or any other prey is snared the spider shakes its web further to

ensnare it ; when disturbed it becomes greatly alarmed and
violently shakes the web by gyrating its body. Possibly this is
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meant to frighten away intrtulers, This strange habit is confined

to this spider. Some of the cart-wheel web builders shake their

webs, but it is a slow motion movement compared to that of

Pholcus.

Daddy Long-legs builds an egg-bag with the thinnest covering

of silk and carries it about in its wanderings. Sometimes, when
the spider is feeding, it is attached to the web. When finished it

is readily taken back and attached to its body by a silken strand

from the spinnerets. Daddy Long-legs is known to all by its long

and extremely thin legs. Its small body measures one-quarter of

an inch in length. The spread of the leg would fill a three and

a half inch circle.
•

The \\*Hrn-:-TA]Li-:i) SiMDKk, Lampona ohsccna

(Lampoua = bright tailed, ohsccna = boding ill.) Its common
name does not describe this spider quite correctly, but has been

adopted because the follow-

ing question has been so

often asked. "What is the

name of the black spider

with the white tail?" The
abdomen bears no resem-

blance of a tail; it is cylin-

drical and not tapering, and
the posterior end is a dirty-

white colour.

Regarding the habits of

this species, nothing is

known. Although occasion-

ally collected on gum trees,

one need not go out of

doors to rind it. **A black

spider on the wall'' nearly

always proves to be an ex-

ample of L. ohsccna. The
male is about one-third

smaller than the female,

whose body measures ap-

proximately five-eighths of

an inch in length. Although The White-tailed Spider. Lampona obsccn
the body is lightly built, the (male). -\- 2

legs are strong and robust

and are well spread, making the spider appear much larger than
its actual size. It is not very common, but a resident in the sub-
urban area is sure to see at least half a dozen specimens in the

course of a year on the white, plastered walls of his house. It is

fairly active, and not disposed to fight, for when captured it does
not try to defend itself.
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Owing (a the bad reputation of spidery in general, (he white
t&ilctl species usually meets with *n untimely death —>? killed on
.sight by the householder, '

The family Drasndae contains the genus Lnmpomi and seven-

teen species of. this genu* have been described from Australia.

This iamily contains many spiders of an ordinary appearance.

The eight eyes are arranged in two straight rows of four, and
there are only two claws on each leg.

Tue Large Burrowing Wolk-svjdku, Lycata ramcta

(Lycoio = wolf, ramosa —branching). Owing to its burrow-
ing; habits this spider often is mistaken for a trap-door species,

Often when the presence of a trap-door spjrlet near Melbourne
has been reported, investigation has resulted only in tile finding of

rite Burrowing WoH-spidei.
L. ramosa, is a large burrowing 1

spider, found in great numbers
on the flats at Torquay. The openings of it* burrows can he
noticed, about twenty feel apart. The bunow measures three

quarters of an inch in diameter and ten inches in depth. The. en-

trance is lined with silk.

In other countries many of the woli-spideis build a conical

turret of .small stones, twi^.s and other debris, arnund the entrance

to the burrow. This type of entrance has not been found in AtJS

iralia. but it is possible that it will be. Fabre. in his Life of the

Spider, say*: "Take a stalk topped with its spikelet and rub and
move it at the orifice to the burrow Attracted by the bait, the

spider comes with measured steps towards the spikelet.'* By this

method the spider can be enticed co the top of the burrow. Many
of the burrowing spiders will not respond to this artifice, but L.
ntmo.\a never fails, it always responds, being inquisitive. The
quickest method of -dislodging it from us burrow is to insert a

long blade or a screwdriver down in ihe earth at such an angle

that a sharp bluw will drive it through the bmrow and block the

rcnant's retreat

Many of the females of Lycosidtw can be seen at the entrance

to the burrow with the hind legs holding the egg-bag above, and
carefully turning it over and over so as evenly to distribute the

warmth tliat radiates from the sun. When the young hatch out

they clamber on to The mother's bacX and if dislodged, quickly

reascend, running up the legs and sides of their parent.

Numerous experiments have been made with the Wolf-spider's

spherical egg-bag, which is always attached to trie female's, spin-

nerets, tl does not seem to retard the spider's movements to any

^rcat extent, alt hough evidently in the way The mother is very

stupid, and a clumsy imitation of the egg-batf will deceive her, Jf

rhe real egg-bag be placed among substitutes, the female often

will pass to an mutation, even when the genuine article is close

dt hand.



Although this spider looks formidable, at is not disposal to

fight, but defends itself when attacked in its "borrow, The writer

had a specimen brought to him by a boy; it made no attempt to

escape or bite the hand that, held it. The Wolf-spider js a hunter.

never spins a web or a snare, but comes out at night m search or

its prey*

Lycosa muwsa is three-quarters oi an mch in length; both the

body and legs are heavily built, The colour is greyish-fawn. A
decided pattern, in a darker shade, adorns it. .Kyes, eight, two
medians, large and on top ot the head; posterior pair farther

back. i'Vunt line of four, small, and doiw together, looking for-

ward. These are the eyes that can be seen shining in the burrow.
like cat's eyes in the dark . The spider has two claws, protected

with a pad oE hairs.

Tke Sv.u.r. Roving Wor-K-SPfDF.R, lytosa Qodcffroyi

Most of the detail given concerning Lycosa tamosa will apply to

thirs spider, which is plentiful on lawns and among the flower-beds

of the garden. The females aft conspicuous, especially when
they have their silken egg-bag- This spherical bag is attached to

the spinnerets by a few silken ropes. These spiders do not bur-

row, but rove about, and at times hide under any available cover

on the ground, such as stones, pieces of bark, eic.

Length, about three-eighths of an inch; colour and pattern,

similar c<> tho^e of L. ramosa, only slightly darker. Eyes similar;

in fact, all of the Lycosa have their eyes arranged in the same
grouping Members of this family are often mistaken for trap-

door spiders, bur are easily separated from them. First, trie

fangs meet pmcer-iashion; second, only one pair of book-lungs

are present; and, finally, no trap-door spider lias the front line

ot eyes, small, close together in a straight line, and looking

forward.

GfcE.v-AND-Bt./YCK Jumping SriDVK, Ocrisfom iHcitincitalka

(Ocn'siona = jagged, mclunchoiica —
- melancholy.) This is a

jumping spider, it belongs to the Attidcic (= move suddenly).

Those spiders form a large family, which the average arach*

nologist rather neglects. A satisfactory classification of the

jumpers has yet to be worked out. which makes the determining
of species rather difficult. Many quaint and uncommon forms
have been described from Australia.

They are the only spiders that jump- Members ot this family

can readily be recognized by their eyes, Four enormous eyes.

looking forward, are spaced across the front: the others are

farther lack But eveti with this optical equipment, these spiders

have but poor sight.
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Jumping spiders are seen on bushes, fences, and other similar

places. They move about rather quickly, stopping every second

to raise the front of their bodies and look around, at the same time

vibrating their little pedipalps in an up-and-down movement. This

movement is rather conspicuous, as the pedipalps, which are in

front, are covered in light-coloured hairs. Before a leap is taken

a silken line is made fast; when the jump is made, this thread is

spun out so as to guard any uncertain foothold when the spider

alights. Frequently when it leaps upon the top of its prey, both

fall into space. This does not

alarm the spider, as it calmly

sucks the juices of its prey while

hanging supported by a life-line.

The silk of the spider comes
from the spinnerets as a liquid,

and on contact with the air in-

stant! v and definitely solidifies

into a strand of marvellous

strength. To watch this silk pour-

ing from the spinnerets, and to

try to imagine it a liquid before

coming into contact with the air.

makes the marvel the more diffi-

cult to believe.

Jumpers hide between the

cracks in or under the loose bark
of trees. They build a little "tent"

across the upper reaches of the

concave shape of the bark, leav-

ing an entrance at the end. It is

here that the female lays and
guards the eggs. The eggs arc

not enclosed in a bag. but are

covered in a silken sheet.

At Blackburn, males and females of the .Ittidac were found

living in tubular retreats, which were built among the leaves of a

bush. To all appearances, the spiders were living happily ; but the

life of the wedded male is very uncertain in the spider realm.

0. mclaitcholica is a grey-and-black spider, three-eighths of an

inch in length. It has a grey, irregular stripe down the centre of

the back. It loves our grey paling fences, as its grey colour affords

it protection, while many opportunities for a retreat are offered

where the palings overlap. Jumpers are so fond of this habitat

that, on a sunny day, every such fence in Melbourne would fur-

nish a specimen or two.

I'hc Grey-and-black J limping Spider,

Ocrisiona wclancliolica. -j- 7
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The Gliding Spjokr. Saitis iyfattS

Saitis is one of our amazing spiders. It belongs to the .Ittidae,

and is rare, but well distributed, around Melbourne, Length, well

under one-quarter of an inch; eyes as in other Attids; colour, dark
brown; top of abdomen, royal blue with scarlet markings.

Folded under the abdomen are two chitinous flaps which, when
the spider is jumping, are extended like the wing.s of a monoplane.
These flaps assist it to glide through the air. At rest, the flaps

are folded and hidden so well that their presence would hardly

be suspected.

This spider, being rather small, could easily be overlooked, but

a collector would be sure to come across a specimen occasionally

when beating bushes with a net. Very few of the jumpers are of

any size; they average about one-quarter of an inch in length.

For taxonomic work, the essentials arc a good collection of

both spiders and descriptive literature dealing with the group. It

your interest be of a popular nature, books such as Fabre's Life

of the Spider, Spiderland. by Ellis. Savory's Biology of Spiders,

and Warburton's small handbook are obtainable: but if you aim
at a more technical study, the first knowledge to be acquired is its

morphology. Comstock's Spider Book contains practically every-

thing in this direction. The volume on Arachnida in the Caw-
bridge Xatural History is useful, while many other works have a

few pages devoted to this detail on anatomy.
To classify, first sort out the .specimens into their families and

sub-families respectively. References can be made to (a) Systema
.iranearum. by .Alexander Petrunkevitch. M,A., Ph.D., D.Sc. Pro-

fessor of Zoology in the Yale University, published in the Trans-
aetions of the Conneeticut Aeademy of Arts and Seienees (Vol.

29, January, 1928), (obtainable from the University Press, price

§4.50). This work contains a key to all families and sub-families.

and a list of genera, alphabetically arranged, under each sub-

family. It is in English, (b) Simon's Historie Xaturelle des

Araignees. The text is in French, while the keys are in Latin.

This work contains keys, descriptions, and references to all genera

known at the time of its publication.

From 1865 to date, the Zoological Society of London has pub-

lished an Annual Record of the scientific works published on
zoology ; each group is printed separately. All the volumes must
be examined, and a list made of the group under study. This

has been done for the Australian Araneae by Rainbow in the

Australian Museum Reeords ( Vol. IX., Xo. 2. 1*011, pp. 107-319).

It will need supplementing with the species described since 1911.

The chief work on Australian spiders is by L. Koch, Die Araeh-
niden Ausiraliens, 1884-9. a rare and expensive German book.

Modern Australian workers have published descriptions in the

scientific societies' journals, All these works are in the Melbourne

Public Reference Library.


